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Notice of Errata
The article by Marko Attila Hoare, ‘‘A Case Study in Underachievement: The International Courts and Genocide in Bosnia-Herzegovina,’’ GSP 6, 1 (April 2011): 81–97,
was published with the following errors:
On p. 81, for ‘‘Only one middle-ranking individual has been convicted of a genociderelated charge by the ICTY’’ read ‘‘Only one middle-ranking individual has been
definitely convicted of a genocide-related charge by the ICTY’’; for ‘‘So far, the ICTY
has successfully prosecuted one individual for genocide’’ read ‘‘’So far, the ICTY has
definitely successfully prosecuted one individual for genocide’’.
On p. 83, for ‘‘Only one individual—a lowly deputy corps commander—has been
convicted of a genocide-related charge by an international court’’ read ‘‘Only one
individual—a lowly deputy corps commander—has definitely been convicted of a
genocide-related charge by a fully international court’’.
On p. 93, for ‘‘Among Croats, the acquittal of one member of the Vukovar Three and
the initial sentencing of a second member to only a short prison term are likewise
widely viewed as evidence of anti-Croat bias, and have even provoked a complaint
from the Croatian parliament itself ’’ read ‘‘Among Croats, the acquittal of one
member of the Vukovar Three and the initial sentencing of a second member to
only a short prison term were likewise widely viewed as evidence of anti-Croat bias,
and even provoked a complaint from the Croatian parliament itself ’’.
An updated version of the article containing these corrections is now available
at GSP Online (doi:10.3138/gsp.6.1.81). GSP and our publisher regret these errors,
which are the sole responsibility of the publisher.

